RAGE & DESIRE

An exhibition of works by 11 artists featured in the journal
SOJOURNER: Black Gay Voices in the Age of AIDS
All works selected by Michael Lee

1) Mike Lee: "Keeping David Alive"
2) Steve Williams: "Rage"
3) Warren K. Bradley: "Fear in the Age of AIDS"
4) Anthony Kenneth Marshall: "Fruit"
5) Julio Dicent Taillepierre: "Then Now... For Each Other II"
6) Julio Dicent Taillepierre: "Then Now... For Each Other I"
7) Anthony Kenneth Marshall: "Vogue a Self Portrait"
8) Anthony Kenneth Marshall: "Ray"
9) Michael Cummings: "Here To Dare"
10) Michael Cummings: "California Dreaming"
11) Michael Cummings: "Images of the Night"
12) Michael Cummings: "Steve Biko"
13) Warren K. Bradley: "Shame"
14) Don Reid: "The Conversation"
15) Robert Vazquez-Pacheco: "The Spirit of God Moves over the Waters"
16) Don Reid: "Untitled"
17) Don Reid: "The Outcast"
18) Robert Sims: "Visionaries"
19) Robert Sims: "Healing"
20) Warren K. Bradley: "The Organist (6150 Series)"
21) Mike Lee: "Je Ne Regrette Rien"
22) Mike Lee: "My Ambivalent Lover"
23) Robert Sims: "Sistas in the Hood"
24) Don Reid: "Untitled"
25) Don Reid: "Break-up of the Supremes"

(For inquiries regarding sales see Artists Space Staff)

Video works available for screening upon request:

a) Marlon Riggs "Fear of Disclosure" ("Je Ne Regrette Rien")
b) Thomas Harris: "Black Body"